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ft. Vytal
beat by MasterMindBeats

[verse one: Pebbles]
Ayo, listen, yeah, I know I did you wrong
But lemmie set a coupla things straight with this song
Of course I didn't want you to find out I was fuckin' 'em
But it wasn't like I was really hidin' sumthin', whut
You know you can't keep a bird like me in a cage
I gotsta fly, whether on summer or winterdays
Can't have my wings clipped or chains, can't change
Won't change, it 'll be like that till the end of days
Needles to say I did some bad things with some bad
men
But they attract me, and I attract them
One thing let to another, you know how it happens
It wasn't like I was fuckin' yo' best friend, remember
when
I walked in on you and Keisha, never forget November
10th
But I acted cool then, so why don't you act cool now?
Don't be trippin', boo, quit actin' a fool now
Stop behavin' like a teenager, cuz school's out

[chorus: Vytal/Pebbles]
[Vytal]
Ayo, fella, lemmie tell ya, don't git jealous
Ya chick slipped up, she sucked my dick but
She don't love me, she only luv my dick, whut
Dat's the choice she made, now respect it
Can't keep her chained with no necklace or Lexus
The sex is what matters, the rest is an extra
She was desperate for me to sex 'r up
Instead of stressin', let this be a lesson
[Pebbles]
Can't keep a bird caged, fo' real
Can't keep a bird caged
Can't keep a bird caged
Can't keep a bird like me caged

[verse two: Pebbles]
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Ya heard may, can't keep a bird caged
Remember our first date, remember all the birthdays?
I miss that passion, that's why otha niggas got me
gaspin'
Got me on my back 'n', sweatin', workin' dat ass 'n'
Got me screamin' "Ay, papi, nah, don't stop, G"
I'm not sorry, see, I love you, boo
But if you gon' be a hypocrite, then fuck you, too
Whut the fuck you expect when you always out
Leavin' me all alone in a big empty house
Working? Whatever, why don't you work me then?
Remember when you used to work me the entire
weekend?
Let's not pretend this gon' work out, let's just be friends
I know it hurts now, but time gon' heal everything
Cuz after a while Stella need to get her groove on
I'm gon' move on, you gon' move on
And when the time's right, I'll write a new song

[chorus]
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